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Abstract. Statistical distribution fitting and regression fitting are both
classic methods to model data. There are slight connections and differ-
ences between them, as a result they outperform each other in different
cases. A analysis model for processing natural data, say astronomical
pulsar data in this paper, is proposed to improve data fitting method
performance. Then the insight behind the comprehensive fitting model
is given and discussed.
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1 Introduction

Statistics is a subject aiming to model the world by rather collecting and ana-
lyzing data than to inference and prove precisely. Lots of natural data have been
fitted into statistical distributions with significant performances. And with these
statistical distributions scientists can utilize their off-the-shelf distribution prop-
erties. While unfortunately the diversity of our world is far more complex than
the level those statistical distributions can totally model. Alternatively, polyno-
mial regression is also an approach to automatically find empirical laws from
data [1]. It is proposed to fit various patterns of data, and has already shown
its powerful fitting ability. Researchers who use polynomial regression are conve-
niently not required to preliminarily estimate data distribution [2]. Regrettably,
by implementing polynomial regression we eventually get a polynomial expres-
sion with less prior properties than traditional statistical distributions have.

Given that features of natural scientific data are relatively fixed, and they
will still be studied in the future, it is significant to determine the best fitting
method for certain scientific data feature. And we creatively name it fitting label.
As a solution to the dilemma, we propose a discriminative fitting model to help
scientists automatically fitting scientific data into the optimal expression. Once
scientists get the fitting label of a certain feature of natural scientific data, those
later scientists are able to directly update the fitting expression parameters on
new data’s arrival. We operated experiments on an astronomical data set, ANTF
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Pulsar Catalogue [3]. Besides, given the reliability of P value is still controversial
[4], and mean squared error and KL divergence are trustworthy measures for
both fields of statistics and machine learning, we complementally took them in
consideration.

The structure of this paper is shown as follows: the comprehensive fitting
model is proposed in Sect. 2; and with it its corresponding experiments are
showed and discussed in Sects. 3 and 4; the section of conclusion comes as the end.

2 Methodology

2.1 Comprehensive Fitting Model

As is shown in Algorithm 1, the selection model consists of mainly 3 steps. Step
1 is to determine whether the data is subject to a certain natural distribution or
not through significance testing. Step 2, fitting data into significant distributions
and operating regression, then calculating their respective similarities. Step 3 is
to classify the data’s fitting label with distance-based classifier according to
the similarities. Consequently, scientists are able to learn as more properties as
possible of the data.

Algorithm 1. Comprehensive model
Input: Scientific Data D;

Candidate Statistical Distribution Families Π = {π1, ..., πi, ..., πm};
Selected Significance Testing Methods Γ = {Γ1, ..., Γj , ...Γn};
Selected Similarity Measures Σ = {σ1, ..., σj , ...σn};
Polynomial Regression Order e;
Cross-Validation Times t and Fold k.

Output: Fitting Labels π∗.
1: Π̂ ← Algorithm2 (D, Π , Γ , Ω)

2: Σ̂ ← Algorithm3
(
D, Σ, Π̂

)

3: Fitting Labels π∗ ← kNN
(
Σ̂
)

return π∗

2.2 Statistical Significance Testing

As is shown in Algorithm 2, firstly we need human experts, astronomers for
example, to give us candidate statistical distribution families for each feature.
These distribution families with empirical parameters are then be tested one by
one for statistical significance under selected statistical significance measures,
usually P value. Concretely with specified natural science feature data, we per-
form statistical significance test to screen out distribution families that have
statistically large significance levels for the feature. Candidate statistical fami-
lies and selected significance measures are given into the testing process, If the
output P value reaches the threshold, a significance level of 0.05 by convention,
the distribution will be recorded as a significant distribution.
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Algorithm 2. Statistical significance testing
Input: Scientific Data D;

Candidate Statistical Distribution Families Π = {π1, ..., πm};
Selected Significance Testing Methods Γ = {Γ1, ..., Γn};
Testing Methods Weights Ω = {ω1, ..., ωn};
Significance Level τ .

Output: Significant Statistical Distribution Families Π̂ = {π̂1, ..., π̂l}.
1: for each πi ∈ Π do
2: for each Γj ∈ Γ do
3: ψ̂i

j ← Γj (D, πi);

4: Ψ̂ i ← Ψ̂ i ∪ ψ̂i
j ;

5: end for
6: ψi ← Ωᵀ × Ψ̂ i;
7: if ψi � τ then
8: Π̂ ← Π̂ ∪ πi;
9: end if

10: end for
return Π̂

2.3 Similarity Evaluation

For this step, we use similarity measures to detect how well the expression fits
with the data, which is shown in Algorithm3. Significant statistical distributions

Algorithm 3. Similarity evaluation
Input: Pulsar Feature Data D;

Significant Statistical Distribution Families Π̂ = {π̂1, ..., π̂l};
Selected Similarity Measures Σ = {σ1, ..., σn};
Similarity Measure Weights Θ = {θ1, ..., θn};
Polynomial Regression Highest Order e;
Cross-Validation Times t and Fold k.

Output: Similarity/Goodness of Fit Σ̃ = {σ̃1, ..., σ̃l+1}.
1: for each π̂i ∈ Π̂ do
2: for each σj ∈ Σ do
3: σ̂i

j ← CV (t, k, D, π̂i, σj);
4: σ̂i ← σ̂i ∪ σ̂i

j ;
5: end for
6: σ̃i ← Θᵀ × σ̂i;
7: Σ̃ ← Σ̃ ∪ σ̃i

8: end for
9: for each σj ∈ Σ do

10: σ̂0
j ← CV (t, k, D, Polyfit (e) , σj);

11: σ̂0 ← σ̂0 ∪ σ̂0
j ;

12: end for
13: σ̃0 ← Θᵀ × σ̂0;
14: Σ̃ ← Σ̃ ∪ σ̃0

return Σ̂
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obtained from last step are introduced here, and with it selected similarity mea-
sures. We perform t times k-fold cross-validation test to acquire the average
similarity between the distribution and scientific data.

2.4 Distance-Based Classification

It is the final outcome, the fitting label for the feature data, producing step.
We can take those similarity measures as distances, and run a distance-based
classifier to eventually select the expression with minimal distance as the optimal
fitting label. Here we bring a classic classifier k-Nearest Neighbours (abbreviated
as kNN) with its parameter k chosen 1.

3 Experiments

A logical starting point is to test a distribution’s normality for its popularity in
natural world [5]. While for features whose scatter diagram is shown in Fig. 1,
they seem obviously subject to lognormal distribution [6,7]. We took the log-
arithm of that data first, then tested the resulting data’s normality, which is
shown in Fig. 2. As we know, logarithm of scale parameter and shape parameter
of lognormal distribution are respectively expectation and standard deviation of
normal distribution.

Fig. 1. Original plot Fig. 2. Logarithm plot

Significance results are shown in Table 1. For those classic statistical testing
methods, the values recorded are their P values. Results shows that lognormal
has the highest significance among expert-selecting distributions.

Table 1. Significance testing of P0

P0 Normal Lognormal Power-law

KS test 4.21349250398968713e−61 0.487092039062517 0.0

Shaprio-Wilk test 0.0 0.155729278922081 –

Kurtosis test 9.7779914011373847e−154 0.10520924193801827 –

Skewness test 0.0 0.97680081829094689 –
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Similarity evaluation results are shown in Table 2. The polynomial order is
empirically chosen 2. Thus lognormal distribution has the lowest relative entropy
and mean squared error. So it is the optimal fitting label for pulsar period feature.
The temporary parameters of its corresponding normal distribution are mean
−0.53455956344351729 and standard deviation 0.99686283436845236.

Table 2. Similarity Evaluation of P0

P0 Lognormal Polynomial

KL divergence 0.0188633190407 0.565469835801

MSE 2.49154711009 115.375894222

4 Discussions

As we know, the insight is a thought on inductive bias of Occam’s razor and
the principle of maximum entropy. Occam’s razor has been the default heuristic
technique in natural science for hundreds of years. It can be interpreted as stating
that the one among competing hypotheses with the fewest assumptions should
be selected [8,9]. The preference for simplicity also comes to machine learning’s
avoiding overfitting, a low-order fitting curve is almost always better than a
high-order one. On the contrary, the second law of thermodynamics states that
the total entropy of an isolated system can only increase over time. It is seen as
an axiom of statistical thermodynamics. Here comes the principle of maximum
entropy which states that the probability distribution that best represents the
current state of knowledge is the one with largest entropy. And it also emphasizes
a natural correspondence between statistical mechanics and information theory
[10]. Numbers of statistical distributions widely used by natural scientists to
model scientific data can be derived under the principle of maximum entropy.
For any certain mean μ and variance σ2, the maximum entropy distribution
p

(
x|μ, σ2

)
is normal distribution N

(
μ, σ2

)
[11].

5 Conclusions

For scientists we propose a discriminative fitting model through which diverse
scientific data will be fitted into the optimal expression. And with our model
as much as possible sample information can be used in future study. For data
that is subject to a common statistical distribution, they then will be fitted into
that distribution with parameters tuned by numerical optimization methods;
comparatively for those who are not we model them by polynomial regression.
Among main fields of natural science are still features whose fitting label remains
unfixed, so it will be a great work to build a fitting label database with our model
for scientists.
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